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ABSTRACT

A full quantum theory appropriate for describing
large amplitude collective motion is proposed by
exploiting the basic idea of the semi-classical
theory so far developed within the time-depedent
Hartree-Fock theory. A central problem of the
quantum theory is how to determine an optimal
representation called a dynamical representation
specific for the collective subspace where the large
amplitude collective motion is replicated as
precisely as possible. As an extension of the
semi-classical theory where the concept of an
approximate integral surface played an important
role, the collective subspace is properly character-
ized by introducing a concept of an approximate
invariant subspace of the Hamiltonian.

51. INTRODUCTION

The objective of my talk is to propose a full quantum theory

appropriate for describing large amplitude collective motion by

exploiting the basic idea of the semi-classical theory so far

discussed within the context of the time-dependent Hartree-Fock

theory. The basic idea of our theory lies in properly specifying the

very concept of collective subspace. One of the most crucial

conditions to specify a "proper" collective subspace is a dynamical

condition that the Hamiltonian provides no serious coupling between

the collective subspace and its orthogonal complement. Namely, the

*) Talk presented by one of us (F.S.) at Second Asia Pacific Physics
Conference, Bangalore, India, 12 Jan. - 19 Jan., 1986.
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collective subspace must be an approximate invariant subspace of the

Hamiltonian. On the basis of the same idea, we have already proposed

a new systematic semi-classical theory, where the concept of an

approximate integral surface played a decisive role in extracting the

small dimensional collective submanifold out of the huge dimensional

TDHF-manifold. What we are going to develop is a direct extention of

our semi-classical theory, i.e. a new dynamical truncation method,

which can extract the approximate invariant subspace with a small

degrees of freedom out of the many-particle Hilbert space in such a

way that the certain collective motion under consideration can be

replicated in it as satisfactory as possible.

In order to demonstrate the basic idea of our theory, we start

with a general boson system described by a set of boson operators
t *)

QB.,IB,j j=l,'«»,K). Here K denotes the total number of boson

indices and the representation using (B ,B) operators is called the

initial representation. By using the Hamiltonian K(iB ,B) of the

system, we can define

B. „ = e ' B.e ' , (1.1)
3,H 3

which satisfies

iB; = [B^ , H(Bf,B)] . (1.2)

2K
The boson space denoted by I : {|n ,•••,n )} is spanned by a set of

states

K n.

l n i ' " ' ' V - n — (B ' ""I0' : e ' l 0 ) = ° • {1>3)

J- Vy
Let us consider an ideal case where a set of certain collective

states just constitutes an invariant subspace of H(B ,B). In this

case, collective states are supposed to be described by a few kinds of

boson operators provided one chooses an "optimal representation".

*) A general many-fenaion system with even particle-number can be
described in a boson space characterized by the boson operators



Here, the optimal representation is defined as that representation in

which the minimum kinds of boson operators are required to describe

the collective states. We will call this representation the dynamical

representation (DR). The DR is related to the initial representation

through a non-linear unitary transformation

= _ p

Bt =eF(a
+,a)ate-F(a

+,a) # ^ B ) = ^(a* ,a) > a 4 )

Since the system is governed by the Hamiltonian H{B ,B) even in the

DR, we can introduce the time-dependent operator

which results in

= [a^ H, H(B
+,B)] . (1.6)

Let L be the minimum kinds of boson operators necessary for

describing the collective states. It is always possible to assume

that the first L boson indices in the DR constitutes such a minimum

set of operators. Accordingly, we can separate the toson operators

(a1,a.) into collective and non-collective operators

collective operators (a
T. ,a .; j=l,»",L) ,

non-collective operators (a-»a.; j=L+l,» • • ,K) . (1.7)

With the aid of Eq. (1.7), the Hamiltonian in the DR can be decomposed

into three parts

H(B+,B) =e F f a +' aW +,a)e- F ( a +' a )

it,a.; j=L+l,..-,K)

lira,; j=l,...,K) , (1.8)
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where 3C's are expressed in the normal ordered form with respect to

(a ,a) . With the aid of Eq. (1.8), the dynamical condition to specify

the invariant subspace is simply expressed by the complete decoupling

condition

Under the condition (1.9), equations of motion (1.6) are reduced into

1'1.— .L , d.10)

with

It is clear from Eqs. (1.10) and (1.11) that the dynamical condition

for properly specifying the invariant subspace can be alternatively

stated as follows: The collective and non-collective degrees of

freedom are governed by ~dtj .. and J£ . , respectively, which are

commutable with each other. This commutability certifies that the

non-collective degrees of freedom can be regarded as intrinsic degrees

of freedom independent of the collective one.

The basic idea of our quantum theory lies in the separation of

the difficult problem of solving eigenvalue equation of H(B ,B) in
2K

the boson space I (with the huge number K) into the following two

steps; We first solve the problem of obtaining the gemrator F(B ,B)

of the" unitary transformation (1.4), which determines the DR. As the

second step, we treat the eigenvalue equation of j£ ^ with the small

degrees of freedom L. The resultant eigenstates should coincide with

the original collective states obtained by directly solving the
•f* 2 K

eigenvalue equation of H(B ,B) in I

§2. BASIC EQUATION OF THE THEORY

Let us discuss the general case where the complete decoupling

condition (1.9) does not necessarily hold. In this case, the basic



idea discussed in the previous section can be extended by introducing

the concept of an approximate invariant subspace where the well-

defined collective states of the Hamiltonian H(B ,B) are reproduced

as satisfactorily as possible.

We start with the general non-linear unitary transformation

(1.4). We can then introduce a subspace Z : {| m ,"',m >} whose

basis states are given by

e"F(B''B) I 0) . (2.1)

ATT
Aiming at formulating the dynamical truncation method for extracting

the approximate invariant subspace, we must be able to perform the

following:

(i) By using only an initial boundary condition specifying the

collective motion under consideration, we have to know the

ene
2K

generator F(B ,B) which defines £ in the full boson space

I

(ii) We must find a dynamical condition, under which the subspace

S defined in (i) can be identified with the approximate

invariant subspace.

In order to avoid unnecessary complexity, we hereafter restrict

ourselves to the case for L=l. Extention of this to the general case

for L>1 is straightforward.
2L 2

The projection operators onto the subspace £ = £ and onto its

orthogonal complement are given as

P = 2 |m , ...,m ><m , ...,m I = jlmxml , Q = 1-P.
X JJ \£. £)

Since we are assuming that (a!»a-,) describes the large amplitude

collective motion under consideration whereas (aT ,., a. ,,) describe

small amplitude non-collective motion around the subspace £ , it is

reasonable to introduce an expansion of Q operator with respect to the

number of non-collective operators
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Q = zn = 1e<n>

(2.3)

where

By introducing the notation [A] , we explicitly display a number of

non-collective operators contained in an arbitrary operator ft in the

normal ordered form. For example

[Q(n)]1J =y 2 nQ(n) ,

(2.5)

where the power factors of \i denote the numbers of the non-collective

operators. Here we have assumed

[|0><0|]lJ - p°[0><0[ . (2.6)

The expansion with respect to the number of non-collective operators

with ji-parameter is called a ^-expansion, hereafter.

In the general case, it is convenient to introduce the following

expression for the Hamiltonian H(B ,B) instead of Eq. (1.8):

Because A$L contains all effects coming from the non-collective

degrees of freedom (

can be expressed as

degrees of freedom (a. ,,»a . ,.)» with the aid of the y-expansion.



(2.8)

36(1) = Zj?sl{OjP[oj,H(B,B)]P+h.c.} , (2.9a)

J f K.j* 1 J D K. K.

+ - } ' (2.9b)

By using the expression (2.7), the time-dependent operator at

can be expanded in power series of

a j , H ( 1 + / o d M ^ ( A ) ] + / 0 d A £ d A [ A j e ( A ) ] [ A ) e ( A ) ] + ) e a ??e"

where

(2.10)

t) -\0L t)
C 0 U iA£t e C O U . (2.11)

Since the non-collective operators are supposed to describe small

amplitude motion, it may be sufficient to only take account of the

first order effects in $£, . By substituting Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) for

Eq. (2.10) and by using the p-expansion, we can get

r t ,u _ J^coll* t[BjrH] - e a.e

..t) -A(i«, t)

for j=l , (2.12a)
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Q

r t ,y t , n - l r f l . . ^ c o l l 1 ^ , . " ^ o l l ^ t ,
[a. K1 = UOCj + E V [J0<iXe i£(n)t e ,a ]

+ O((A&)2) , for jfil . (2.12b)

In line with our basic assumption, the order of time-dependent

operators a. should always be the same as that of (o . ,a ) ,

i.e. 0(a ... ) = u . This is due to the assumption that the non-

collective operators describe small amplitude motion around £ .

Within the first order of the V-expansion, the above requirement is

fulfilled provided the maximally decoupling condition given by

(Condition I) Wl) = 0 , (2.13)

is satisfied. Under the condition (2.13), we can introduce the

following approximate time-dependent operators

at appro s /collet . " ^ l l ^ £or j=1 , (2>14aJ

_ at + [|ldXe coll l B 2 ) £ e coll aT

for jVl ( 2" 1 4 b )

which satisfy equations of motion

' for J-1

,,t -i^ nl(c)
coll^ ( 2 ) e coll ^ fQt .^ f ( 2 1 5

within the first order of £j&. Equation (2.15) conforms to the ideal

equations of motion given by Eq. (1.10). If there holds

j£ 1 T c -i3£

£ c o l l- *(Condition II) [ J £ c o l l - * J£<2)e C O ± i ] = 0 , (2.16)

2
which is just an approximate condition to Eq. (1.11), the subspace Z

can be regarded as an approximate invariant subspace of the



Hamiltonian. As a result of Conditions I and II, the collective

Hamiltonian h .. organizing the collective degrees of freedom (a ,a )

is given by

(2-17a)

while the intrinsic Hamiltonian h. . describes the non collective
mtr
5^0

, mtr
degrees of freedom (a. ,. „, a.fj?'5^0 ) in the "moving frame" associated

with the collective motion and is given by

. collV),., coll ,, 17. ,
h
i n t r = e dC(2)e . (2.17b)

§3. EXTRACTION OF THE SUBSPACE

We are now in the position to show that the maximal-decoupling

condition (2.13) provides a sufficient condition for extracting the
2 2K

subspace £ out of the Hilbert space I . This problem is equivalent

to the task of determining the functional form of the generator

F(a , a) of the unitary transformation with the use of the maximal-

decoupling condition.

With the aid of Eq. (2.9a), the maximal-decoupling condition

(2.13) is explicitly expressed as

P[H{BT,B), a+]P = 0 , for j^l (3.1)

where Hd^B) = J^'^ Hta^aJe^^'3' .

For the purpose of solving Eq. (3.1), it is preferable to use an

expansion method associated with the number of boson operators. We

begin by introducing an expanded form of the Hamiltonian H(ct'ra):

H(a+,a) = Z n = 2 H(n) , (3.2)

H(2) = E^atc^ , (3.3a)
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B(3) =iijk^viiAafcK+vnAaW+h-c-} • {3-3b)

where n denotes the number of boson operators contained in each term.

Expression (3.2) is possible because we can assume that the

Hamiltonian H(B ,B) has a normal ordered form with respect to (B ,B).

Since we are interested in the essentially non-linear transformation,

we have supposed that the bi-linear terms of the Hamiltonian H(B ,B)

have already been diagonalized and also the linear terms have been

eliminated within a suitable linear transformation.

Corresponding to Eq. (3.2), we introduce the functional forms of

the generating function F(a ,a) in a following way. Since H(2) is

diagonal and since our basic equation (3.1) contains the commutation

relation between H(B+,B) = e F ( a ' a ) H(a+, a)e"F(a ' a ) and only one

intrinsic operator <*-j-, » it is sufficient to introduce the following

expansion form for F (â  ,a):

F(af,a) = 2 n = 3 F(n) (3.4)

F(3) = £ aT{fj0(3)a'!La^+f11(3)a^a1+f°2(3)a1a1}-h.c. , (3.5a)

P(4j = E . ? , 1 c t + { f ]
3 0 y 4 2 1 ^ + J 2 t

(3.5b)

+f°3(4)o1a1a1+ ^ fj°<4><*i + ̂  f°1(4)o1}-h.c. ,

Here it should be noticed that there may occur ambiguities of the

number of boson operators in F(a ,a) resulting from the re-ordering of

the boson operators. In order to avoid them and in order to uniquely

fix our procedure, in Eq. (3.5) we have introduced additional terms

which contain a smaller number of boson operators with an extra para-

meter 1/e. Namely, we will apply the following commutation re la-.ion

O.6)



and the parameter 1/e should be read as if it were a pair of boson

operators a .a. when counting the number of boson operators.

In accordance with our expansion procedure, the Hamiltonian

H(B ,B) in Eq. (3.1) can be expressed as

K<B+,B)

Hfa+,a) + e[F(a+,a> , y-[F(a+,a) ,(F(aT,a) ,

(3.7)

where the para-neter £ is introduced in order to be consistant with the

commutation relation (3.6). By substituting Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) for

Eq. (3.7), we obtain an expansion of H(IB ,B) with respect to the

number of boson operators:

H(B+,B) (3.8)

H(2)

•ft (3) = H(3) + e[F(3), H(2)] ,

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

•ft (4) = H(4) H(3)j

(3.9c)

Since the maximally decoupling condition (3.1) should be valid for

each number of the boson operators, we obtain the set of equations

at]P n=2,3, (3.10)

which can uniquely determine the functional form of the generator F,

i.e., the unknown coefficients (n) in Eq. (3.S). Here, we have to

use the initial boundary condition of the collective states in order

- 11 -
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to adjust the subspace z to the given collective motion at the small

amplitude limit. Explicit expressions of f. , (n) can be found
3) 3*

elsewhere.

After getting the generator F, we can obtain the collective

Hamiltonian h .. in Eq. (2.17) which contains only the collective

operators (aJ, a,).

§4. APPROXIMATE INVARIANT SUBSPACE

In the previous section, we have seen that the maximal-decoupling

condition gives the sufficient condition for extracting the subspace
2 2K
Z out of the Hilbert space I , c.nd also gives the collective
Hamiltonian h ,,. Our next task is to investigate whether or not thecoll
eigenstates{|o>} satisfying

satisfactorily reproduce the large amplitude collective motion

governed by the original Hamiltonian H(B ,B).

With the aid of the eigenstates {|<J>}, the projection operator

onto the subspace Z can be expressed as

p = Z \a><a\ . (4.2)

The intrinsic Hamiltonian given by (2.17) has the form

h. . = Z. V , J NTi(a!a;|a><a|[« a.,H(B
t,B)]|o'><a'|+h.c.)'\

intr j,K#i jK j K1 K j i(E_E f) t
o,o' ° a

I +
+ at|CT><a|[a.,[H(B+,B),4]]|a'><otK

J ' ' J IS. I\.

(4.3)

where we have used Eq. (2.9b). Since the collective Hamiltonian h .

contains only the collective operators (o',a ) commutable with the

non-collective operators (a.^ya.,^, we get



(4.4)

Condition II given by Eq. (2.16) for identifying the subspace 2 with

an approximate invariant subspace can then be expressed as

<a|[aKaj,H(B
t,B)]|a'> = 0 ,

for a ? a', j,K / 1 ,

<a|[a,,>[H(B
+,B)>ah]|a

1> = 0 , (4.5)

which ensures that the eigenstates {|o>} determined by h are not

disturbed by h. . . Condition (4.5) will be thus called the "separa-

bility condition between collective and non-collective degrees of

freedom." If there holds condition (4.5), we can successfully treat

the collective states by freezing the non-collective degrees of

freedom, and the non-collective modes of motion described by (a . ,a .;

can be regarded as approximate intrinsic modes of motion.

Under condition (4.5), we can arrive at the concept of the

intrinsic Hamiltonian which is given by the sum of the partial

intrinsic Hamiltonian h. (a) defined for each eigenstate \o>s

hintr " Zahintr(0) '

where

f.v(a) 5 <a|[a a ,H(B
+,B) 1 ja> ,

g. (a) s <o\ [a.,[H(B7,B),a ]] |o> .

By introducing the intrinsic excitation modes described by

(4.6)

- 1 3 -
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j4l (« (a)a.} , (4.9)

which satisfies the RPA-type eigenvalue equation

* * (4.10)

we can diagonalize the partial intrinsic Hamiltonian h. (a) for each
mtr

collective eigenstate |o>.

In line with our basic assumption of introducing the separation

(1.7) between collective and non-collective operators, all of the

resultant intrinsic excitation modes of Eq. (4.10) should remain

within the small amplitude region:

2 v
(u (a)) > 0 for r at each eigenstate |0> , (4.11)

which will be called the "stability condition of the subspace j 2 " . If

condition (4.11) is not satisfied, the intrinsic modes of motion no

longer remain in the small amplitude region. This is due to the large

coupling effects between the collective and non-collective degrees of

freedom. In this case, one must introduce the larger subspace £ 3 1

so as to incorporate the large coupling effects into the subspace.

§5. SUMMARY

We are now in a position to summarize the scenario of our

dynamical truncation method of extracting a small dimensional

collective subspace out of the Hilbert space.

i) By using the method developed in S3, we are able to extract an

arbitrary dimensional subspace 1 . By using only an initial

boundary condition specifying the collective motion under consid-

eration, the method can determine the generator F of the unitary

transformation, as well as the collective Hamiltonian h c o l l-

ii) In order to approximately reproduce the large amplitude collec-

tive motion governed by the original Hamiltonian H(BT,B) within

the subspace I , the following condition should be satisfied



a) Stability condition (4.11)

b) Separability condition between collective and non-collective

degrees of freedom given by Eq. (4.5). Since condition

(4.5) may be too stringent to hold, it is reasonable to use

a more relaxed condition

Non-diagonal effects
Diagonal effects <<L ' 1"e"

a t a'

for

l<g|[(y[H(Bt,B),al!]]]|qt> /

If one intends to describe a certain collective motion with only

a few degrees of freedom, i.e. if one intends to eliminate tremendous

degrees of freedom irrelevant for the collective motion, one has to

start with applying the procedure i) for L=l and then study the two

conditions in ii). If one or both conditions are not satisfied, one

must carry out the same procedure for L=2. In this way, one may

arrive at the smallest number L . satisfying both conditions. The
21™ • m l n

corresponding subsapce Z ljmin ^s thus called the approximate invariant

subspace and the unitary transformation e associated with I ^nin

defines the dynamical representation for the given large amplitude

collective motion.
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